The impact of altitude on birth weight depends on further mother- and infant-related factors: a population-based study in an altitude range up to 1600 m in Austria between 1984 and 2013.
A negative impact of altitude on birth weight has been demonstrated for medium to high-altitude countries. The present study aims to show a similar effect for a lower altitude range up to 1600 m in the country of Austria and to adjust for several further risk factors related to mother and infant. In addition, we analyzed whether the effect of altitude influenced birth weight independently or interacted with other factors. For the purpose of this study, almost 1.9 million individual birth certificates of Austrian newborns born between 1984 and 2013 were analyzed. In a multivariate linear regression model, birth weight was associated with altitude of living address and following variables: sex, birth length, gestational age, level of education, maternal age, year of birth, parity, time to previous birth and marital status. Birth weight decreased by 150 g/1000 m altitude, demonstrating a clear effect of altitude on birth weight also in a low to medium altitude level. Additionally, we could show that this effect also depends on other factors, namely gestational age, education of the mother, sex, birth length, year of birth and time to previous delivery. All variables interacted significantly (p<0.0001) with altitude. We observed a negative effect of altitude in an altitude range up to 1600 m. Furthermore, this effect also depends on other risk factors. Therefore, unadjusted estimates as described in many studies may be biased. This population-based study describes the effect of low-to-medium altitude on birth weight in central Europe over a period of 30 years.